High-throughput characterization of small and large molecules using only a matrix and the vacuum of a mass spectrometer.
Matrix assisted ionization vacuum (MAIV) rapidly generates gas-phase analyte ions from subliming solid-phase matrix:analyte crystals for analysis by mass spectrometry (MS). Ionization from the solid-phase allows the use of a variety of surfaces for introducing matrix:analyte samples to the vacuum of a mass spectrometer, including common laboratory materials, such as disposable pipet tips, filter paper, tooth picks, and nylon mesh. MAIV is shown here to be capable of analyses as fast as 3 s per sample with achievable sensitivities in the low femtomole range. MAIV-MS coupled with ion mobility spectrometry (IMS)-MS and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is shown to be especially powerful for analysis and characterization of a wide range of molecules ranging from small molecules such as drugs and metabolites (∼300 Da) to intact proteins (25.6 kDa). Automated sample introduction is demonstrated on two different commercial mass spectrometers using a programmable XYZ stage. A MAIV high-throughput nontargeted MS(E) approach is also demonstrated utilizing IMS for rapid characterization of small molecules and peptides from standard solutions, as well as drug spiked human urine.